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Abstract - Graphics processing units (GPUs), originally 

designed for computing and manipulating pixels, have 

become general-purpose processors capable of 

executing in excess of trillion calculations per second.  

Taking advantage of GPU’s compute power and 

commodity popularity, the field of computing systems is 

exhibiting a trend toward heterogeneous platforms 

consisting of a central processor integrated with 

graphics hardware.  To leverage parallelism within 

graphics processors, programming approaches 

employing CUDA and more recent OpenCL framework 

are evaluated in the context of implementing a ballistic 

threat field calculation.   
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1 Introduction 

With the advent of general-purpose computing on 

graphics processing units (GPGPU), high performance 

computing has become accessible to general public as 

the cost of computing has fallen with prevalent and 

powerful commodity compute resources.  Through the 

combination of consumer market and data-parallel video 

processing, graphics processing units (GPUs) have 

become a standard in computer systems and gaining 

momentum in addressing the processing demands of 

computationally challenging applications.  Ranging 

from handheld devices to supercomputers, the graphics 

processing technology is making a mark and 

contributing to various fields and algorithms [1].  As 

trends in computing systems are observed, common 

denominator in Amazon’s EC2, Intel’s Sandy Bridge, 

AMD’s Fusion, and Apple’s A4, is that modern systems 

are frequently heterogeneous platforms where multiple 

levels of parallelism must be exploited to utilize the full 

potential of these systems. 

In the ideal case of just looking at maximum 

hardware capability, theoretical performance of GPU 

architectures are clearly superior when compared to the 

maximum floating-point arithmetic intensity of a CPU.  

This is evident by the TOP500 list, which ranked 

Tianhe-1A, the heterogeneous system consisting of 

CPUs and GPUs, as the world’s fastest supercomputer 

in November 2010 [2].   Higher capability in math 

processing with graphics processors is achieved by 

employing a greater compute density in chip design.  

With more lightweight compute elements, increased 

arithmetic throughput is achieved.  For instance, AMD’s 

high-end products have in excess of a thousand stream 

processors, leading to a peak performance surpassing a 

trillion floating-point operations per second (TFLOPs).  

Starting as accelerators responsible for generating 

pixels, GPUs are now TFLOP capable devices.  With 

the aid of modern video card technology, a personal 

high performance computing system can be realized at a 

fraction of historical supercomputing costs.  Moreover, 

massively parallel structure of graphics processors can 

be utilized for executing integer operations.  The issue 

rates for various integer and floating-point instructions 

are documented in [3-5]. 

There are two leading software APIs for leveraging 

graphics processors toward general-purpose computing: 

CUDA and OpenCL.  NVIDIA was one of the earlier 

companies offering software development environment 

for accessing underlying graphics architecture for 

parallel computing.  As such, a greater adaptation and 

user base of CUDA exists in GPGPU community.  

Moreover, this head start translates to more available 

tools and refined libraries.  Similarly, OpenCL 

addresses the programming of ever increasing parallel 

devices and is an open standard with an impressive list 

of participants [6].  One of the distinctions with 

OpenCL is its ability of targeting wide range devices 

such as high performance computers, mobile devices, 

and embedded systems [7].  This paper investigates the 

programming experiences with the framework of 

CUDA and OpenCL.   



2 CUDA and OpenCL 

A cursory look at source codes reveals that CUDA 

programs tend to be less verbose than OpenCL codes.  

To support various compute resources, OpenCL 

implementation requires more setup management of 

which include querying for platform and device, 

creating contexts and command queues, building 

programs, setting kernel arguments, and enqueuing 

kernels.   As a result, OpenCL is able to support various 

parallel architectures and take advantage of available 

compute resources within a heterogeneous system.  The 

goal is to define a standard low-level API for parallel 

computing that provides extreme portability across wide 

range of computing devices (smartphones to 

supercomputers). 

CUDA uses Open64 compiler for building 

implementations where as OpenCL rely on LLVM and 

Clang.  A notable feature in OpenCL is the just-in-time 

compilation support, which builds a kernel program at 

runtime.  This dynamic compilation model consists of 

two steps: first a code is compiled to a LLVM 

intermediate representation using the front-end 

compiler, then the intermediate representation is 

compiled to a machine code by the back-end compiler.  

First step is usually done once and the intermediate 

representation is stored.  The application loads the IR 

and performs the second step at runtime.  Installable 

Client Driver (ICD) allows multiple implementations to 

co-exist where a code only links to the OpenCL shared 

library. 

3 Factors Affecting Performance 

Clear correlation exists between software 

programming and performance.  Understanding of 

execution model and architectural details of underlying 

processor is the key in reaching full capacity.  

Regardless of whether an implementation is in CUDA 

or OpenCL, knowledge of hardware characteristics and 

impact on performance is applicable across languages.  

Programming must reflect architecture specific 

optimization and make effort to fine tune for a particular 

hardware.  Most likely, a code specialized and 

optimized specifically for the AMD’s Radeon graphics 

card is not going to perform at the same optimal level 

when executed on a Nvidia’s GPU due to differences in 

low-level hardware.  Typically, CPUs accelerate 

through SSE, Nvidia GPUs follow SIMT execution 

model, and AMD GPUs employ VLIW technique.   

Runtime is also tied to how an algorithm is 

translated and ported to a processing unit.  A 

programmer needs to apply architecture insights during 

the process of mapping an algorithm to a particular 

hardware.  Understanding memory structure hierarchy, 

data access behavior, and multithreading operation 

could result in an order magnitude performance 

improvement.  An excellent implementation is typically 

obtained via reformulating an algorithm to take 

advantages of hardware’s mode of operation. 

3.1  Data Types and Structures 

The data type float4 proves helpful to both x86 and 

AMD GPU architectures, which leads to optimal 

hardware utilization.  The float4 data type translates to 

packed SSE instructions in x86 processors and maps 

efficiently to five-way scalar VLIW processors for 

AMD GPUs [8].  As for NVIDIA products, float4 data 

type is supported, but the operations involving float4 

variables are not included natively (although provided 

under SDK package).  In this project, operation 

overloading was employed for float4 data types in 

CUDA to match OpenCL source code.  In terms of 

meeting the requirement for coalesced memory 

operations, data alignment is automatic for float4 data 

primitive in CUDA.  Having a correct alignment with 

some unused element access would still result in a 

single memory transaction. 

Data structure arrangement of choice in data-

parallel computing is structure of arrays (SoA), which 

avoids interleaved data pattern apparent in array of 

structures (AoS).  This holds true for CPUs, since SoA 

structure allows the application to fully utilize the SIMD 

registers and could lead to reduced memory traffic (only 

relevant data is loaded into cache).  In CUDA, SoA 

layout satisfies the requirement of the efficient 

coalesced memory transfer, which in general 

significantly reduces memory transfer time.  In 

summary, the SoA data structure is a more natural 

structure for SIMD operations yielding better 

performance.  When impractical to maintain data in 

SoA format, one option is to restructure AoS to SoA for 

SIMD computation then stored back in intuitive AoS 

format. 



3.2  Balance of Arithmetic and Memory 

For analysis and optimization of multithreaded 

processors, it is helpful to determine the limiting factors 

of performance.   The goal is to keep the processing 

elements fully occupied and busy while overlapping the 

latency of memory accesses.  As addressed in [9], 

optimization on multithreaded hardware model can be 

counterintuitive.  In some cases, increasing arithmetic 

instructions resulting in lower occupancy can lead to 

reduced runtime due to extra arithmetic executions 

masking memory latency.  This is an example of 

insufficient amount of arithmetic that degrades GPU’s 

performance as a result of computing resources in idle 

state.   

During an optimization process, an algorithm of 

interest should be evaluated for computation and 

memory limitations.  Source code modification to 

measure memory-only and math-only versions of a 

kernel is outlined in [10].  This analysis will indicate an 

entry point and narrow the area of focus for 

optimization. 

4 Ballistic Threat Field Algorithm 

The algorithm under investigation is an application 

that computes ballistic threat field calculations inside a 

3D urban terrain modeled as 68,356 triangles.  The 

design of the algorithm is structured such that the 

development can grow as a ray tracing application.  The 

core calculation computes a line-plane intersection, 

which generates radiating rays from a shooter’s position 

to each triangle to determine the nearest hit triangle.  

Once the line of sight calculation is discovered, a hit 

probability function is applied to calculate the ballistic 

thread probability.  Input data is a triangle file derived 

from a downloaded file in Google 3D Warehouse 

represented in XML format.  The triangles representing 

building and terrain surfaces are indexed by a quadtree 

data structure to take advantage of early termination.  

The chosen 3D map environment has a balanced 

mixture of an urban area consisting of building 

structures and an undeveloped area representing an open 

rough terrain.   

 

 

4.1 Runtime Results 

Performance results for CUDA and OpenCL was 

measured and listed in Table 1.  The source code was 

written in languages C, CUDA, and OpenCL.  The C 

version represents a straight-forward single-threaded 

implementation running on a single core.  Because 

Xeon E5520 has lower clock frequency, C 

implementation on Xeon 5160 outperforms the quad-

core.  The CUDA version is only able to target Nvidia 

GPUs.  CUDA implementation performed poorly on the 

Tesla card where memory transfer seems to be slower 

on the Tesla cluster configuration.  Lastly, the OpenCL 

version allows for diverse platform execution.  For 

OpenCL source code, the value of local thread size was 

adjusted according to the targeted hardware.  

Comparing the runtimes of the sequential and 

parallelized approaches illustrates the significant impact 

in runtime based on the programming approach.   

Table 1:  Execution times 

 CUDA OpenCL C 

GeForce 8800 

GTX 

1.05 sec 3.22 sec N/A 

Tesla C1060 1.19 sec 0.98 sec N/A 

Firestream 

9250 

N/A 1.78 sec N/A 

Xeon 5160 

Dual-Core 3.0 

GHz 

N/A 7.67 sec 82.65 

Xeon E5520 

Quad-Core 

2.26 GHz 

N/A 1.53 sec 100.76 

 

5 Conclusion 

A close examination of processor architectures 

typically reveals and explains justifications behind 

hardware features, design choices, and optimization 

techniques leading to faster processing.  Since processor 

designs are limited by power and heat, many core, 

VLIW, and SIMD execution models focus on reducing 



power consumption while increasing parallelism.  In the 

era of parallel hardware, performance gain is obtained 

through software programming.   

In the end, there is a strong relationship between 

performance and time investment of applying 

optimizations.  It boils down to learning how 

architecture affects runtime and programming 

accordingly to reach maximum hardware utilization.  

Regardless of programming frameworks and associated 

languages, the architecture knowledge is portable across 

software tools in achieving better performance.  

Algorithms implemented with architecture awareness 

enable operation to better exploit architecture specifics 

and features.   
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